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            Our clawsome 4K TV Boxes



                      They may be little, but they’ve got BIG features, including over 100 channels1 and on-demand players6 at your pincers, all with no monthly TV bills4. There’s no painful set-up3, and you’re free to pause, record and rewind your favourite shows with our Recordable 4K TV Boxes. 



      
        

          

  





  
    

            
              
                        
          
        
          
            
                          Freesat

      
              
                          Recordable 4K TV Box

      
              
                          The Freesat Recordable 4K TV Box has got your every need covered.  Whether you want to record unmissable programmes or pause live TV so you can make yourself a cup of tea, this box does it all. 
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                          The Freesat Recordable 4K TV Box has got your every need covered.  Whether you want to record unmissable programmes or pause live TV so you can make yourself a cup of tea, this box does it all. 
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                          4K TV Box (Non-recordable)

      
              
                          The Freesat 4K TV Box (Non-recordable) is perfect for anyone who loves free-to-view TV but also has a thirst for great On Demand content.
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                            4K TV Box (Non-recordable)

      
              
                          The Freesat 4K TV Box (Non-recordable) is perfect for anyone who loves free-to-view TV but also has a thirst for great On Demand content.
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  Compare the boxes and find the right one for you
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Recordable 4K TV Box	[image: ]

4K TV Box (Non-recordable)
	Over 160 channels, with over 20 in HD (1)

	Recordable 4K TV Box	4K TV Box (Non-recordable)
	100% Channel Coverage (2)

	Recordable 4K TV Box	4K TV Box (Non-recordable)
	Connects to your existing satellite dish (3)

	Recordable 4K TV Box	4K TV Box (Non-recordable)
	No monthly TV bills, contracts or price hikes (4)

	Recordable 4K TV Box	4K TV Box (Non-recordable)
	4K compatible (5)

	Recordable 4K TV Box	4K TV Box (Non-recordable)
	Connect for streaming and On Demand (6)

	Recordable 4K TV Box	4K TV Box (Non-recordable)
	Restart live TV (7)

	Recordable 4K TV Box	4K TV Box (Non-recordable)
	See what's coming and what you've missed	Recordable 4K TV Box	4K TV Box (Non-recordable)
	Record up to 4 things at once (8)

	Recordable 4K TV Box	4K TV Box (Non-recordable)
	Pause and Rewind live TV (9)

	Recordable 4K TV Box	4K TV Box (Non-recordable)
	Remote record with the Freesat app (10)

	Recordable 4K TV Box	4K TV Box (Non-recordable)
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  Switching to Freesat is easy




                                                     Get Started

      

      


    
  



  
    
      
            
                          1. 100+ channels: Number correct at the time of publishing, including SD, HD and regional TV variants and radio channels. 2. Great reception: Receive all satellite TV channels available on Freesat with a correctly installed, unobscured satellite dish and a HD TV. Weather conditions may affect your satellite reception temporarily. 3. Connects to your satellite dish: Satellite dish and cabling (not included) required to enjoy satellite TV. If you don’t have a dish it’s easy to have one installed – see freesat.co.uk/help. 4. No monthly TV bills or price hikes: Freesat is a satellite TV service for users in the UK. No monthly fees for satellite TV only. 5. 4K compatible: 4K/UHD TV required to view 4K/UHD content where available. Premium HDMI cable supplied. 6. On Demand players: On Demand players are broadband speed dependent and 4K/UHD streaming requires faster broadband connection speeds – see service providers’ recommendations for details. Some optional On Demand content or services (such as Netflix) may cost extra and require paid subscription. 7. Restart live TV: Live restart (Watch from Start) is broadband speed dependent and available on certain BBC channels only. 8. Record up to 4 things at once: Record up to 4 shows at the same time if your satellite dish has a wideband LNB – for more information on cabling, LNB type and how many shows you can record visit freesat.co.uk/help. 9. Pause and rewind: Recordable 4K TV Box required. 10. Remote record with the Freesat app: Set and manage recordings using the Freesat app via your phone or other device with a wireless internet connection or using your mobile data. Freesat account and broadband connected recordable 4K TV box required.



      
          

  




  
    
      
        
          
        
    Get the app

  


                  Download the Freesat app on iOS or Android and change the way you manage your TV
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    Help

  


                  Have a question? Contact a team member on 0345 3130051 or see our Help pages
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                          Freesat is backed by
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      Freesat will process your data in accordance with our Privacy Notice
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                          EVERYONE TV DEVICES LIMITED, Triptych Bankside (North Building), 185 Park Street, London SE1 9SH


      
          

  




  


      

    
          
          
    
  
    
      
            
                          Registered Company No: 06250097

VAT Number: GB 916978765


      
          

  




  


      

    
  


  

          
          
    
  
    
      
            
                          Copyright: All content, programme titles, trademarks, artwork and associated imagery are trademarks and/or copyright material of their respective owners. All rights reserved.


95% customers satisfied with Freesat as their TV provider: Based on an online YouGov Plc survey, total sample size was 8341 adults. Fieldwork was undertaken between 28th March 2022 - 15th February 2023. The figures have been weighted and are representative of all UK adults (aged 18+).


 



      
          

  




  


      

    
  




  


    
    










































  